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Abstract

Artificial intelligence (AI) is considered a key technology in contemporary societies. Discursive and public
imagination play a pivotal role in envisioning and determining trajectories of AI and its integration in
society. Particularly, the approach of socio-technical imaginaries offers a meaningful perspective to
analyze the characteristics and impact of imaginaries surrounding technological advances. As AI seems to
be in a formative phase – both as a technology and infrastructure as well as regarding its public
perception, it is particularly relevant to understand how imaginaries impact economic, research, and
political agendas, and who is pushing which agenda to the foreground above other potential lines of
development. Therefore, this chapter provides an introduction to the concept of imaginaries and offers a
critical analytical framework to question AI  imaginaries. In addition, it provides an overview of current
research on sociotechnical imaginaries around AI and related technological discourses considering
relevant stakeholders, media representations and public perceptions of the technology.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Sociotechnical Imaginaries, STS, Discourse, Stakeholders,
Communication.

Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) is considered a key technology in contemporary societies, expected to

substantially change sectors as diverse as health, warfare, mobility, or communication. At the

same time, with the increasingly advanced and pervasive usage of AI in everyday activities, it

also has the potential to significantly reshape our daily practices and interpersonal interactions

(LaRosa & Danks, 2018; Mou, 2020). Consequently, political and economic stakeholders in many

countries have allocated considerable resources to AI development, and the technology has

been the object of extensive public debates. These political and public debates, however, are

often critiqued for (too) strongly highlighting AI’s potentials (Brennen et al., 2018; Elish & boyd,



2018; Zeng et al., 2022) and exaggerating its actual capabilities and impact (Goode, 2018). In

these debates the term “AI” is mobilised for many different things, and usually remains vague

and is used inconsistently (Mager & Katzenbach, 2021). This indicates the inherent ambiguity of

broad technologies such as AI: Their development and societal integration is contextual, shaped

by political, economic and sociocultural interests, and subject to discursive negotiations in

public arenas. Given the vast amount of interest and resources invested in AI research and

technology, and its expected impact on the individual, organizational and societal levels, it is

important to question how the characteristics and development of AI are socially constructed,

negotiated or restrained by socio-political contexts.

In that process, discursive and public imagination play a pivotal role in envisioning and

determining trajectories of AI and its integration in society. Therefore, stakeholders have an

interest in shaping the debate to their advantage by impacting what the public imagines AI or its

capabilities to be. The concept of imaginaries has proven to be helpful in this respect, as it

foregrounds the role of discursive and collective visions of desirable futures. Particularly, the

approach of socio-technical imaginaries based in Science and Technology Studies (STS) (Jasanoff

& Kim, 2015; Mager & Katzenbach, 2021) offers a meaningful perspective to analyze the

characteristics and impact of imaginaries surrounding technological advances. Where classic

studies investigate imaginaries and trajectories of nuclear energy (Jasanoff & Kim, 2009) and

national energy policies (Jasanoff & Kim, 2013), or more recently of mobile technology, the

application of this perspective to AI is particularly important, because massive amounts of

resources are currently devoted to a technology that is still often vague and under-determined.

The concept foregrounds that imaginaries surrounding AI – i.e. the societal understandings of

the future possibilities, potentials and risks of AI – are to a considerable degree socially

constructed and not inherently determined by characteristics of the technology and its

development itself. These imaginaries thus play a large role in influencing how societies deal

with emerging key technologies like AI, but also how the technological sector in turn continues

to develop AI technologies.

This is especially relevant right now, as AI seems to be in a formative phase – both as a

technology and infrastructure as well as regarding its public perception. In such a phase, it is

particularly relevant to ask who drives the agenda and which agenda is pushed to the

foreground above other potential lines of development? Therefore, this chapter provides an

introduction to the concept of Imaginaries as well as a critical analytical framework to question

AI and other technological imaginaries. In addition, it provides an overview of current research

on sociotechnical imaginaries around AI specifically and related technological discourses in

general considering relevant stakeholders, media representations and public perceptions of the

technology.



The Concept of Imaginaries

Analyses from Science and Technology Studies (STS), Social Studies of Science (SSS), Social

Construction of Technology (SCOT), reflexive technology assessment and other interdisciplinary

fields have long demonstrated that technologies are socially (co)constructed (Bijker, 2012; Law

et al., 2016; Lösch et al., 2016). They show that technological development and

institutionalization are not driven by an inherent, instrumental logic of a given technology, but

shaped by political, economic, cultural, legal and other social forces. In consequence,

technological fields such as AI feature high levels of contingency and “interpretative flexibility”

(Pinch & Bijker, 1984; Meyer & Schulz-Schaeffer, 2006) with different possible trajectories. In

retrospect, technology always “might have been otherwise” (Bijker & Law, 1992, p. 3). These

scholarly fields provide a rich literature investigating how and which societal factors inform and

influence technological development, how technologies are taken up and re-shaped by society,

in which ways social values are inscribed into technologies and which socio-political effects

technologies may have (e.g. Simon, 2016; Winner, 2010).

The concept of sociotechnical imaginaries has proven useful in this context, especially to

understand the role of perceptions, discourses and future visions in the complex interactions

and negotiations of co-constructing technological developments. But it is embedded in a

broader strand of social theory: Considering the ‘imagined’ as part of social ordering has been

conducive to understand how people think about institutions such as the nation state and the

development of nationalism (Anderson, 1983), for example. These broad institutional concepts

are bound to communal imaginaries constructing a collective and a political community,

although members of this ‘imagined community’ might have never met. Focusing on the social

aspect of imaginary construction, Charles Taylor (2003) considered the evolving nature of social

imaginaries, which have been challenged and revolutionized to adjust to what is accepted as

normal in social interactions (97f.). His work considers moral and social structures upholding

society. Both Anderson’s and Taylor’s work has inspired the more recent work on ‘sociotechnical

imaginaries’ by Sheila Jasanoff & Sang-Hyun Kim (2009, 2015), as well as research on specific

sociotechnical aspects such as ‘algorithmic imaginaries’ (Bucher, 2016), ‘platform imaginaries’

(van Es & Poell, 2020) and influencer imaginaries (Arturo & Bishop, 2021).

Jasanoff and Kim (2009) introduced the term sociotechnical imagiaries (SI) to capture (a) the

high relevance of shared narratives and imaginations for collectives in line with Anderson and

Taylor, and (b) to highlight the role and contingency of technology in building and ordering

society (cf. SCOT, above). SI are “collectively imagined forms of social life and social order

reflected in the design and fulfilment of nation-specific scientific and/or technological projects”

(Jasanoff & Kim, 2009: 120). The concept thus aims to bridge the often separately investigated

spaces of public and mediated discourse, political action and technological development. As SI



are always “associated with active exercises of state power, such as the selection of

development priorities, the allocation of funds, the investment in material infrastructures”

(Jasanoff & Kim, 2009: 123), they differ from concepts such as frames used in communication

science or sociology. Beyond the communicative dimension, they integrate state interventions,

corporate investments, technological developments and other contributions to the

materialization of an envisioned future into the empirical investigation. In addition, SI feature a

prominent temporal dimension: they “at once describe attainable futures and prescribe futures

that states believe ought to be attained” (Jasanoff & Kim, 2009, p. 120), guiding current

activities and decisions by providing desirable futures. In other words: They describe potential

developments of technologies, either ones that are spatially close but lie further in the future,

or ones that are spatially detached, i.e. happening in other regions of the world, but temporally

close, i.e. happening now or very soon.

While the concept of SI has become a popular analytical tool with various theoretical

adjustments and empirical manifestations, it remains underdeveloped both in terms of

conceptual complexity as well as empirical operationalization. Conceptually, the initial focus on

the imaginaries presented by nation-states and state actors has been eased, acknowledging that

imaginaries are also articulated and enacted by corporate actors, civil society, research

communities and other organized groups (Jasanoff, 2015: 4; Mager & Katzenbach 2021). STS

scholars, for example, have pointed to the importance of corporate imaginaries in contexts such

as RFID tagging (Felt & Öchsner, 2019) and satellite imagery (Olbrich & Witjes, 2017). They have

analyzed how the European Union envisions corporate search engines (Mager, 2017) and big

data solutions (Rieder, 2018) and how these imaginaries travel into and transform in national

socio-political contexts and communities of practice (Mager, 2017). Finally, they have shown

how bottom-up initiatives shape future imaginaries of the Internet through data activism in

Denmark (Lehtiniemi & Ruckenstein, 2018) as well as hobbyists and research networks in

Indonesia (Barker, 2015). This more complex understanding of SI was also adopted by Sheila

Jasanoff in her updated definition of SI as ”collectively held, institutionally stabilized, and

publicly performed visions of desirable futures, animated by shared understandings of forms of

social life and social order attainable through, and supportive of, advances in science and

technology.“ (Jasanoff, 2015: 4) But it still lacks conceptual and methodological clarity,

particularly regarding the processual nature of imaginary building and formation, and the

negotiation of competing imaginaries in public arenas (Mager & Katzenbach, 2021). Also the

concrete operationalization of the concept in empirical work remains vague and differs

considerably across studies building on the concept.

In addition to concepts such as ideas, frames, and visions that also highlight the discursive

dimension in the relation between technology and society, the concept of (sociotechnical)

imaginaries integrates the “resonance among collectives, the allocation of resources, and the



adoption into practices” of the respective technological visions, as Mager & Katzenbach (2021,

p. 226) argue. For that reason, the lens of imaginaries particularly enables scholars to

reconstruct and highlight the contestations and negotiations between different actors in

processes of technological development and its integration into society, as research on energy

transitions (Rudek, 2021), governance of sustainability developments (Becks et al., 2021) smart

cities (Sadowski & Bendor, 2018) has shown.

Imaginaries of AI

The concept of imaginaries provides a particularly fitting conceptual lens for the investigation of

AI’s current integration and institutionalization into societies across the world. From this angle,

mapping and questioning different imaginaries around AI can have a profound impact in

understanding not only how different stakeholders think about an increasingly relevant

technology, but how they simultaneously shape and impact the development of a technological

vision for AI. Dominant imaginaries influence the way in which individuals, institutions and

societies deal with socio-technical developments. Technologies such as AI are being stabilised

through social, political, cultural and economic negotiation processes. The concept of

imaginaries can provide an analytical framework to address these questions around

technological perception, public acceptance or dissonance, and future technological visions

within public, but also corporate, political and other discourses. In turn, it enables scholars help

understand, replicate or disrupt strategies of managing AI imaginaries.

As AI is an umbrella term that refers to both broad technological fields and innovations as well

as a diverse array of specific applications, the concept of SI can be particularly useful because it

focuses less on the technical specificity but on the social understanding of the technologies and,

hence, their adaptation and trajectory. AI can be considered an imaginary itself as it has become

a very ambiguous term in public discourse with the meaning strongly dependent on context and

purpose. Originally, the term AI referred to a specific field of research, primarily in computer

science starting around the 1950s, which considered AI according to Marvin Minsky as “the

science of making machines do things that would require intelligence if done by men” (quoted

from Bolter, 1986, p. 193). Since then, however, the boundaries and structuring of the research

field have become more blurred, with controversies around questions such as what constitutes

AI research and AI technologies (Cardon et al., 2018). However, a largely consensual structuring

of the field is the division in two camps: the symbolists, focused on expert systems that suggest

classifications and decisions based on (often very many) well-defined criteria (e.g., credit

scoring based on residence, income, spending habits, etc), and connectivists, where systems

develop decision rules themselves based on given input data and already classified output data,

an approach popularly called ‘machine learning’. But AI, like other technological developments,

cannot be explained in functional terms alone. They are not simply the result of a

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?eFHcGi


uni-directional and one-dimensional movement of progress in which technology keeps

improving. Instead, technological developments are always characterized by interpretative

flexibility, controversy and potential closure while they are starting to stabilize socially and

economically (Pinch & Bijker, 1984; Katzenbach, 2012).

Both the conceptual ambiguity as well as the shifting between different paradigmatic camps of

AI research gaining popularity at different times in academic and public discourse has led to

several hype cycles and AI winters over the decades (Bostrom, 2014). Studies have documented

and analyzed these changes in the perception of AI through the lens of social construction of

knowledge, scientific practices, and expertise (Woolgar, 1985; Courtial & Law, 1989; Collins,

1993; Suchman, 2008).

“If we want to understand our relationship with intelligent machines, we must be

continually reminding ourselves where the knowledge that the machines are gathering is

coming from. We must always be reminding ourselves that machines do not come ready

fitted out with culture; someone is mothering and fathering them.” (Collins, 2018: 16)

Along these lines, recent work has started to question the understanding of machine learning as

something independent of human interaction (Bechmann & Bowker, 2019; Reigeluth & Castelle,

2019), provided detailed ethnographies of machine learning cultures (Mackenzie, 2017),

identified metaphors and rhetoric in AI research (Natale & Ballatore, 2017; Campolo &

Crawford, 2020) and mapped the trajectories of competing sub-fields of AI research (Cardon,

Cointet & Mazières, 2018). Increasing academic as well as public debates about issues of racism,

sexism, and discrimination in the context of AI-powered technologies (Chokshi, 2019; Wellner &

Rothman, 2019; Zou & Schiebinger, 2018) are only starting to surface the routinely hidden social

forces in the making of AI and in shaping its impacts by calling into question the dominant

imaginaries of AI as a tool or technological solution for human bias.

As we are currently negotiating the deep integration of AI into most areas of contemporary

social life and sectors of society, this attention for the dependencies of discourse and

technological development positions SI as a highly productive concept for studying the

institutionalization of AI in contemporary societies. The conjunction of vague discourse and high

levels of political and economic activity is indicative of the problematic ambiguity of the

umbrella term AI, specifically inviting social processes to guide technological development and

stakeholders to steer public and policy attention in directions beneficial to them. Thus, AI seems

to be in the middle of a forceful process of institutionalization with different actors mobilizing

different future visions in order to shape future developments in AI and its integration into

contemporary and future societies. Operating in “the understudied regions between

imagination and action, between discourse and decision, and between inchoate public opinion

and instrumental state policy” (Jasanoff & Kim, 2009: 123), a SI informed comparative study on



AI imaginaries thus allows to go beyond frame and content analyses of AI representation in

public discourse and in legacy as well as online and social media.

Negotiating Imaginaries: Stakeholder, Media and the Public

The social construction and implementation of AI and related technologies into society has

received a rising amount of scholarly attention in recent years. This has focused on stakeholders

in different AI sectors, media representations of AI, as well as public perceptions of AI. While all

of these can be seen as bringing forth different imaginaries of AI, there is still little research

employing the concept of SI in regards to AI. But studies have described analytical elements that

can be interpreted as aspects of imaginaries surrounding AI, such as AI-related visions of

specific stakeholder (groups), descriptionf of the (potential) desired and undesired outcomes of

the implementation of AI, or hopes of ideal future developments regarding public adoption.

Reflecting on the development and adaptation of AI imaginaries in society, three main foci are

currently reflected in research focused on AI stakeholder, the role of media representation, and

the public perception of AI.

AI STAKEHOLDER

The representation of different stakeholders, evaluations and specific arguments towards a

given topic in public communication is always contested (Ferree et al., 2002; Hilgartner & Bosk,

1988). Stakeholders compete for public attention both for themselves, to be seen as relevant

voices, but also for their evaluations and positions towards a given topic, in order to influence

public perceptions and decision-makers and, eventually, to shape the developmental path of a

given technology (Gerhards & Schäfer, 2006; Schäfer, 2007, 2009).

Many of the respective studies focus only on stakeholders within a specific sector, such as

supranational associations, businesses, and governmental actors with individuals or civil society

actors with little regards to their differences in power and agency (...). Other literature

considering AI more generally are often focused on overarching issues such as AI ethics, trust,

and transparency with a strong focus on power disparities, however, not applicably to specific

cases (...). Three general AI stakeholder groups can be identified across current research on AI

stakeholders: Industry, Governmental, and Civil Society Actors; however, a clearer distinction is

often needed for a strong analysis as these stakeholder groups themselves contain a complex

network of actors such as different departments, ministries, or advocacy groups.

Industry stakeholders have become dominant in current discourse playing an decisive role in

shaping public and political discourse through their dominance in the media representation of

AI (Fischer & Puschmann, 2021; Cui & Wu , 2019). „Technology companies [do] not only take

over the imaginative power of shaping future society, but also partly absorb public institutions’



ability to govern these very futures“ (Mager & Katzenbach, 2021). Through their public facing

communication on websites, PR material and social media as well as their political lobbying on

regulatory decisions such as the US Bipartisan Innovation Act, USICA, potentially bringing large

research investments into AI (Birnbaum, 2022) and the tech lobby trying to shape the EU’s

digital economy policies (Bank et al., 2021), they actively push their ideal imaginaries of AI to

benefit their economic agendas. Current research on AI stakeholders has found a prominence of

industry driven imaginaries in different sectors often linked to a strong solutions focus. For

example, the believe in an Ed-Tech revolution due to the power of AI (Bulathwela et al., 2021) is

currently prominent alongside an imaginary around AI technology moving society into a fourth

industrial revolution, which is strongly underpinned by media framing (Vicente & Dias-Trindade,

2021). However, industry stakeholder in AI also have to account for public and political

acceptance. Ongoing controversies around AI adoption in various fields have led to shifts in the

AI industry towards what has been called a „participatory turn“ in designing AI applications

(Delgado et al., 2021), including various stakeholders in the development process of AI.

Similarly, research shows the need for the inclusion of other stakeholder opinions into the

production but also communication around AI to make AI concepts such as explainable AI more

comprehensable to the broader public (Brennen, 2020).

Government and supranational governance actors have also established themselves as powerful

actors in shaping AI development and AI imaginaries. On the national level, most governments

have issued national AI strategies sketching out visions and measures of national AI policy.

These strategies constitute “a peculiar hybrid between policy and discourse. They are at the

same time tech policy, national strategic positioning and an imaginary of public goods”

according to Bareis and Katzenbach’s (2021) research into national AI imaginaries present in

policy papers. They are reinforcing and shaping existing AI narratives to sketch the horizon of

digital futures, and at the same time formulate concrete measures to help arrive at these

futures. In Western European policy discourses, AI is construed through sensationalization and

mythologizing it “as a salvific force that works for the good of the nation” (Ossewaarde &

Gülenç, 2020, p. 54f.). However, the Chinese government is also playing a role in presenting AI

as an instrument to boost the country’s political influence on the global stage. China’s recent

uptake in political and regulatory activities with regard to AI strongly contributes to shaping

public imaginaries of AI and their negotiation (Zeng et al., 2022; Jing & Lou, 2019). Additionally,

national and supranational organizations are launching guidelines and regulatory frameworks

for AI development and restrictions on AI operation such as the EU’s AI Strategy White Paper

(European Commission, 2020). In 2018, the German federal parliament set up a new Inquiry

Commission to investigate how AI and algorithmic decision-making will affect society and issued

its own national AI strategy (Deutscher Bundestag, 2018). Overall, a general push toward

international competitiveness can be observed, but also a reliance on historically grown

structures (Savage, 2020), and the demand of citizen empowerment. On the supranational level,



the European Comission (2020) and Organizations of the United Nations (2021) are also

partaking in the shaping of AI along different imaginaries.

In recent years, civil society actors and citizens have become part of measures to generate an

“AI ecosystem”. Previous research already argued that formats of citizen consultation in national

AI policies go beyond building trust and reaching legitimacy, as they can be seen as cases of

“collective envisioning and imagining” (Paltieli, 2021, p. 6), which outline relationships between

the mutual expectations of citizens and governments. Especially regarding ethical concerns and

questions of equitability, civil society actors are now considered essential in governing AI as the

case of Germany shows (Jones, 2022). But also research into civil society involvement in AI

design (Delgado et al., 2021) and AI application and innovative use by disability advocacy groups

(El Morr et al., 2021) highlights the shift and need for involving various civil society stakeholders

in envisioning (their) futures with AI and other digital technologies (Williams, 2018). Activist

groups and civil society organizations play an important role in paving the way for this public

engagement not only in the application but the development of AI introducing their own AI

ethics and principles as manifests of best practices (...). This stakeholder group, therefore, often

focuses on questions of equality, ethics, and power disparities between decision makers such as

big corporations and institutions and the lived-experiences and concerns of citizens generally

and minority groups specifically. As the AI Now report (Whittaker et al., 2018) stated: “The

people most at risk of harm from AI systems are often those least able to contest the

outcomes.” The visions of desirable futures for (different) citizens, hence, can vary widely from

corporate and political stakeholders. Furthermore, current research emphasizes that “  AI has

complicated the networks between people and technology, but done so unevenly across global

regions, so that any kind of activism will demand much more than singular ideologies or a

uniformity in action” (Taylor et al., 2021). Considering the current research landscape, there is

still a clear lack in studies representing these differences in impact, but also imaginaries around

AI and potential futures with AI technology.

MEDIA REPRESENTATION

Media representation plays a crucial role in shaping public perception and, hence, imaginaries

of AI, constituting what has been theorized as master fora. However, “while [the media

landscape today] still includes news media, those are now available in various online and digital

formats, and, most importantly, have been complemented by new online and social media

(Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Schäfer, 2015). This is particularly true for communication about new

technologies: Scholarship has demonstrated that legacy and social media are crucial sources for

many people about technological developments in many countries (e.g. Eurobarometer, 2014;

Science Board, 2018). Scholars have also shown that different media construct these



technologies differently and that for some of them, pronounced differences exist between

countries (for an overview Milde, 2017).

Against this background, it is likely that broader SI – e.g. on the potential development,

successes, opportunities and limitations of AI – are strongly influenced by public and

particularly media communication.´In the existing studies on media coverage of AI in Europe

and the US, researchers have not used imaginaries as a conceptual focus. But they surface that

AI is constructed in specific ways in different media and countries, showing, e.g. that AI

coverage is often sensationalised (Goode, 2018), industry-driven (Elish and boyd, 2018; Fischer

& Puschmann, 2021), and politicised (Brennen et al., 2018). For instance, Elish and boyd’s

(2018) study on AI rhetoric reveals that the business community is responsible for

manufacturing an over-hyped vision of AI, which eagerly focuses on AI’s potential while

obfuscating its actual methodological capabilities. Similarly, Brennen et al. (2018) found a

dominance of industry concerns, such as products and initiatives, among news coverage of AI in

the UK. Recent studies of media coverage of AI in China reveal a similar dominance of the

private sector in propagating positive discourses around the emerging technology (Zeng et al.,

2022; Jing & Lou, 2019; Cui & Wu, 2019). Different central topics and fields of interest from

economic to technical and societal relevance, identified in a recent study of the German media

discourse by Fischer & Puschmann (2021), are pushed to the foreground especially by dominant

industry actors. The study corpus also showed that AI as such has been on the rise since around

2015 highlighting that the term AI itself has been slowly established again to refer to the

technological development previously often considered under terms such as algorithms and

machine learning. Overall, the changes in media representation reflect a shift in dominant

imaginaries of AI towards strong industry associations pushing normative and political debates

around ethical concerns and individual rights.

PUBLIC PERCEPTION

The public perception of AI also plays a crucial role as they impact stakeholders in turn by

pushing corporate and national agendas as well as advocacy groups (Cave et al., 2018). There

have been a number of surveys and studies over the last years exploring the public perception

of AI by country, geographic regions such as the EU as well as globally. These studies visualise

and map expected benefits and concerns around AI development and implementation but also

changes in public visions of AI and accepted, if not desired, futures concerning AI adaptation as

well as global differences. Currently, this research is still limited due to its strong focus on a

Western and often English-speaking context (Kelley et al., 2021), however, more studies are

being conducted across global regions and with non-Western foci such as China.

In the European context, a 2018 UK survey (Holder et al., 2018) found that while the

respondents had a broad understanding of AI, there was no indepth understanding of the



technology, which might explain the general lack of understanding of privacy and data

production issues. With ambivalent expectations, young people seemed to be more optimistic

about AI’s application, but the concerns around employments disruptions prevailed across the

population mirroring previous studies (Aloy, 2017) expecting more accountability from industry

stakeholders. Similarly, a global survey from 2021 including participants from Australia, Canada,

the United States, South Korea, France, Brazil, India, and Nigeria, similarly highlighted a global

concern for job loss through automation as well as for privacy (Kelley et al., 2021). While AI is

expected to impact various sectors of society significantly, the perception of concerns and

benefits vary across different sectors of implementation. Across both surveys, AI is consistently

perceived ambivalently and ambiguously allowing little grasp on the broad technology for

publics across the globe. While there is a wish and potentially even excitement for positive

implementation around key terms such as responsible, ethical, and explainable AI (Kelley et al.,

2021), especially in the US the perception of potential harms by AI prevail optimistic views

(Zhang & Dafoe, 2019). This might be due to public imaginaries of AI being less build on factual

knowledge. Rather historical and contemporary popculture strongly perpetuates and informes

narratives around AI, which emphasizes the strong sociocultural situatedness of current public

perceptions of AI technology in different regions (Cave et al., 2020).

Research into China’s AI development and public perception of AI has become a counterpart to

the US and Europe centric focus. A study on two chinese social media platforms found a

similarly wide range of concerns (Mao & Shi-Kupfer, 2021). In contrast to Western discourses,

however, ethical discussions and imaginaries of fairness and bias were not generally addressed

but public backlash against specific application resulted in legislative and corporate change.

Similarly to social media discourse, journalism played an important role in shaping public

perception in China (Cui & Wu, 2019). In turn, the public perception of AI use in chinese

journalism found a general acceptance of AI news anchors and application use for news

production (Sun et al., 2022), just as AI applications are generally accepted in the medical field

(Gao et al., 2020). The same was found in The findings mirror research into different AI

narratives impacting the public perception in different global regions where East Asia had a

more positive perception of AI and robots through positive popular culture examples, while the

western perception was leaning towards fear-inducing portrayals of AI (Cave et al., 2020).

Conclusion

Socio-technical imaginaries – defined as ”collectively held, institutionally stabilized, and publicly

performed visions of desirable futures, animated by shared understandings of forms of social

life and social order attainable through, and supportive of, advances in science and technology“

by Sheila Jasanoff (2015: 4) – have become a prominent and powerful analytical lens for the

analysis of technological developments. They are embedded in a broader social-theoretical



tradition focusing on the ‘imagined’ and couple it with pervasive ideas about the sociocultural

and sociopolitical co-construction of technologies championed by interdisciplinary fields such as

STS or SCOT. As a result, socio-technological imaginaries emphasize the importance of visions of

futures surrounding given technologies that can be embedded in different societal realms, can

manifest in political decisions as well as popular culture or news media, and that may influence

how the public, stakeholders and decision-makers approach the respective technologies.

Arguably, imaginaries are particularly relevant and useful for the analysis of AI – both due to the

importance of the technology and its applications and to its (related) pronounced

“interpretative flexibility” (Pinch & Bijker, 1984). AI is widely used as a broad umbrella term

referring to broad technological fields as well as a to wide range of specific applications.

Accordingly, some scholars have applied the concept of imaginaries already to AI or related

applications. They have shown, for example, that national AI strategies strongly build on

narratives of functional progress and foreground technological solutionism (Bareis &

Katzenbach, 2021), or that AI imaginaries and technological have substantially contributed to

the constitution of the research field (Natale & Ballatore, 2017). But so far, the amount of

scholarly work systematically applying the concept of imaginaries to AI is comparatively small,

focuses on a few select countries such as the US or China, on specific societal fields such as

politics or the economy, and on select stakeholders such as politicians or business

representatives only.

Furthermore, these studies, in their entirety, also demonstrate that the concept of

socio-technological imaginaries – both in general and in its application to AI – would benefit

from further conceptual clarification and empirical operationalization. Conceptually, for

example, the field would benefit from a clearer delineation of the concept from related,

partially overlapping, but not synonymous concepts such as frames, narratives or discourses.

The role of pervasive public fora in which imaginaries may manifest themselves, such as political

parliaments, news or social media as well as popular culture, should be more clearly articulated

conceptually as well. And relatedly, the potential for competing imaginaries surrounding the

same technology in the same context at the same time is under-emphasized in the respective

literature. Imaginaries of AI (or other technologies) may only become ”collectively held [and]

institutionally stabilized” after they have been negotiated in institutional or public contexts –

and these very negotiations are a promising avenue for future research.
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